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Abstract
For subsonic aircraft noise certification, the value of the eﬀective perceived noise
level EPNL must be known within an adequately narrow 90% confidence interval at the ground during a takeoﬀ, during the climb, and during the approach to
landing. To do this, at least 6 ground measurements are required for each aircraft
condition. It may be useful to develop a noise certification standard that parallels
the subsonic certification standard. This work analyzes the number of ground measurements needed for narrow 90% confidence intervals for an aircraft in supersonic
cruise flight from NASA's Superboom Caustic Analysis and Measurement Program
SCAMP. Three methods of selective ground measurement removal were used to determine the minimum number of ground measurements necessary for narrow 90%
confidence intervals for 5 diﬀerent human-perception-correlated sonic boom metrics. For each metric, the minimum number of ground measurements necessary
for a narrow confidence interval is between 7 and 10. The analysis is also able
to estimate which metrics have values that change minimally due to atmospheric
turbulence.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Context
At present, it is prohibited by the FAA for aircraft to fly at supersonic speeds over
land in the USA due to public noise complaints from sonic booms. This prohibition
has been in eﬀect since 1973 except in specially designated supersonic corridors for
military training and other general flight research. [12] Thus, during Concorde's
operation, the commercial aircraft was only able to operate at supersonic speeds
once it was over the ocean. This overland supersonic prohibition is cited as keeping
supersonic transportation from being profitable. [13–15]
Recently there has been a worldwide push to reconsider the prohibition on
overland supersonic commercial air transportation due to technological advances
and potential profitability. As the saying goes, “time is money,” and reduced
travel time would have global benefits. Ending the current prohibition on overland
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supersonic transportation could have far reaching benefits for civilians such as
same-day cross country business meetings as well as fast package delivery and
even increased organ transplant range.
Naturally, the focus of this thesis in acoustics relates mostly to the acoustics side
of the recent technological developments. A truly great accomplishment in noise
reduction came from NASA and DARPA’s Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator and
Experiment in 2003. [1,16,17] This modified F-5 aircraft proved that aircraft shaping can reduce the human-perceived loudness of sonic booms outside of a simulated
environment, and that this noise reduction persists throughout propagation. The
experimenters boldly painted the before-shaping and after-shaping sonic boom signatures on the sides of the plane. This government-funded project helped open
the door for commercial airliners and others to move toward “low-boom” aircraft
designs.
Low-boom aircraft designs attempt to get rid of the typical N-wave pressure
signature of traditional supersonic aircraft. [18] The human ear hears N-waves as a
“bang-bang” corresponding to the front and rear shock of the N-wave. The ear is
sensitive to these abrupt changes in pressure. The N-wave shape develops from the
complicated spiky pressure pattern near the aircraft. Nonlinear acoustics dictates
higher pressure portions of the waveform propagate faster than lower pressure
portions. [19] This causes the pressure spikes to move toward the front of the
waveform and coalesce into a strong shock. For the same reason, negative spikes

2

Figure 1.1. The ground measured sonic booms from an unmodifed F-5 and the Shaped
Sonic Boom Demonstrator. The shaped boom has a flat top proving the persistence of
shaped sonic booms during propagation. An overpressure of 1 pound per square foot
(psf) is equivalent to 47.88025 Pa. Source: Plotkin [1]

or troughs in the acoustic pressure travel more slowly, move to the rear of the
signature, and coalesce into a strong shock with opposite sign. See Fig. 1.3. Thus,
the complicated near field signature becomes an N-wave.
Both shocks in an N-wave contain high frequency sound energy to which the
human ear is sensitive. One goal of aircraft shaping is to push the high frequency
sound energy from shocks below the range of human hearing. One clever way
to do this is to have many shocks of equal pressure amplitude near the aircraft.
Then during propagation, the high and low pressures move to cancel out and do
not merge to form greater amplitude shocks. This technique was implemented in
Gulfstream's Quiet Spike technology, for example. See Figs. 1.4-1.6. Atmospheric
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Figure 1.2. The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator (SSBD) modified F-5 with its
ground signature before and after aircraft shaping painted on its side. The aircraft is
currently in the Valiant Air Command Warbird Museum in Titusville, FL. Next to the
SSBD, the author stands at about 5'9”(175 cm) for scale.

Figure 1.3. The complicated near field pressure signature coalescing into an N-wave
during propagation. Source: Haering, et al. [2]

absorption also works to reduce the high frequency content of the signatures over
long propagation distances. [20]
By now, the reason for the push toward civilian supersonic transportation over
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Figure 1.4. The Gulfstream Quiet Spike design to create multiple shocks in the nearfield
to decrease the noise level in the far field. Source: Howe, et al. [3]

Figure 1.5. A miniature model of the Gulfstream Quiet Spike and its wind tunnel near
field. 1 inch = 2.54 cm. Source: Howe, et al. [3]

land is hopefully evident, given the advances in noise control from sonic booms. It
also stands to reason that jet engines have become more eﬃcient since the time of
Concorde. Additionally, the demand for faster global travel is always evident.
With these advances, increased pressure has been put on the FAA and its
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Figure 1.6. Propagated scaled wind tunnel data for the Gulfstream Quiet Spike. 1 psf
= 47.88025 Pa. Source: Howe, et al. [3]

international partners to develop a supersonic aircraft noise certification standard.
There are many on-going and recent eﬀorts to better understand impacts from
sonic booms so that decisions concerning a supersonic noise standard can be made
from a strong scientific foundation rather than arbitrarily. Many of these studies
are funded by NASA. The SCAMP experiment improved understanding of sonic
boom focusing from aircraft acceleration. [7] The FaINT experiment furthered
knowledge of sonic booms in the area where ray theory would predict a shadow
zone devoid of sound. [6, 21] The Sonic Booms in Atmospheric Turbulence I and
II (SonicBAT and SonicBAT II) experiments are testing the eﬀects of atmospheric
turbulence and moisture content on sonic boom loudness distributions. [22] The
Waveforms and Sonic Boom Perception and Response (WSPR) test incorporated a
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dive maneuver to simulate a low-boom. [23] Members of a community were asked
to rate their annoyance from low-boom dives with varying amplitudes. Future
community response studies are in the planning stages. Once the Low Boom Flight
Demonstrator (LBFD) also known as the Quiet Supersonic Transport (QueSST)
[24] is built, these studies will aim to better understand how populations not
familiar with sonic booms will react to low-booms. Nonetheless, the FAA may
be forced to put together a standard sooner rather than waiting for the results of
these studies. If the Federal Aviation Administration Reauthorization Act of 2017
is passed by Congress with the Lee-Gardner Amendment [25] introduced in June,
2017, the FAA would have to give their recommendations concerning overturning
the prohibition of overland supersonic transportation within a year and a half.
In culmination of the global desire for rapid transportation, advances in aircraft
noise reduction technology, and pressure to create a certification standard, the
work of this thesis is of critical importance. This thesis focuses on three main
points that must be included in a noise certification standard, namely how many
measurements of sonic booms are necessary, which perception metrics to use, and
finally how confident one can expect to be in measured values of these metric values
in the presence of random atmospheric eﬀects.

7

1.2 Tenets of subsonic aircraft noise certification
To ensure civilian subsonic aircraft are acceptably quiet, the FAA requires a noise
certification process for aircraft which is described in Part 36 of Chapter 1 of
Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations [26] (14 CFR Part 36) for subsonic
aircraft and summarized in Ref [4]. The components of the subsonic aircraft noise
certification standard can be broken down into aircraft condition, reference-day
weather, measurement method, metric calculation, and permissible limits.
The noise from three aircraft conditions are measured: takeoﬀ, approach, and
climb. The placement of the microphones and the aircraft flight path is specified
for each of these three conditions, and is shown in Fig. 1.7. From each microphone
measurement, the standard outlines the procedure for calculating the Eﬀective
Perceived Noise Level in decibels (EPNL in EPNdB) which includes corrections for
measurement-day atmospheric conditions and flight track deviations. The EPNL
metric incorporates factors of noise that incite human annoyance: length of time
exposed to foreign sound, frequency-weighting of the noise to match the sensitivity
of the human ear, and a penalty when noise is exceedingly tonal. The maximum
permissible EPNL value for subsonic aircraft varies by aircraft type and weight.
The Federal Regulations require that at least 6 measurements of an aircraft's EPNL
for each aircraft condition. For each aircraft condition, a single microphone is used,
so at least six flyovers are required. The mean of the measured EPNL values for
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each condition must be known to an adequately narrow 90% confidence interval
(90% C.I.) of ±1.5 EPNdB. To calculate the 90% confidence interval, the Student's
t distribution is used.

Figure 1.7. The three measurement locations of subsonic aircraft noise certification are
shown with geometrical specifications. The three locations are the approach point, the
lateral points, and the flyover point. At least 6 measurements must be made at each
of these three locations, and the mean value of those measurements must be known to
±1.5 EPNdB. Source: Ruijgrok [4]

1.3 Analyzing supersonic aircraft noise in parallel to
the subsonic noise certification standard
As an analysis starting point, it is convenient to imagine a supersonic noise certification standard which parallels the subsonic standard. Since it is necessary
for supersonic-capable aircraft to takeoﬀ, approach to land, and land at subsonic
9

speeds, one obvious option is to implement the subsonic standard for these conditions. However, sonic booms during supersonic cruise require additional consideration for a supersonic aircraft noise certification standard.
Flying at supersonic speeds will conceivably necessitate noise measurements for
additional aircraft conditions or locations other than those laid out in the subsonic
standard. Some of these conditions may be supersonic cruise and focus booms
from acceleration. Cruise booms occur because the aircraft is exceeding the local
speed of sound. While an aircraft is cruising at supersonic speeds, three regimes
may need to be measured: primary carpet boom, secondary carpet boom, and
Mach cutoﬀ. See Figs. 1.8 and 1.9. The direct sound rays from the supersonic
aircraft form the primary sonic boom carpet. Secondary carpet booms occur when
acoustic rays which initially travel upward into the atmosphere are refracted back
toward the ground. [5] Additionally, aircraft flying in a Mach cutoﬀ configuration
will likely have to demonstrate their noise levels to some amount of certainty.
Mach cutoﬀ occurs when acoustic rays initially travelling toward the ground are
refracted upward because of the air temperature gradient. [6,27] This leaves only an
evanescent wave to reach the ground in a stable atmosphere. Finally, focus booms
occur when acoustic rays from the sonic booms overlap to form a high amplitude
caustic during aircraft acceleration. [7] See Fig. 1.10. Focusing is unavoidable
during aircraft acceleration to its cruise Mach number.
Each of these conditions will require careful consideration concerning their mea-
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surement in terms of location and quantity. Cruise boom confidence intervals are
addressed in the current study.

Figure 1.8. Areas ensonified by sonic booms from a supersonic flight. Source: Maglieri,
et al. [5]

It must be noted that sonic booms are a fundamentally diﬀerent source of noise
and potential annoyance than subsonic aircraft flyovers. Noise from a subsonic
flyover begins quietly, builds to a maximum when the aircraft is overhead, and
decreases in amplitude as the aircraft passes. However, traditional sonic booms are
much more impulsive, lasting just a few hundred milliseconds depending primarily
on the aircraft length. The peak level of a sonic boom noise event has essentially
no warning which can make them startling like thunder without a warning from
lightning. As a result, it is likely that a diﬀerent perception metric or set of
metrics other than EPNL is more appropriate for setting noise limits of supersonic
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Figure 1.9. A diagram of Mach cutoﬀ ray theory. When the aircraft flies slower than
the speed of sound at the ground but above the speed of sound at altitude, the direct
sound of the aircraft is refracted upwards in atmospheric profiles without significant
temperature inversions. There is still an evanescent field that may be audible on the
ground. The right side of the plot shows typical waveforms from aircraft before the
caustic, at the caustic, and at the ground. Source: Cliatt, et al. [6]

aircraft. The metric(s) to be used in the supersonic aircraft noise certification
standard need(s) to reflect human perception of this diﬀerent noise type. A study
by Loubeau, et al. found five metrics that correlate with perception of sonic
booms: A-, B- , E-weighted Sound Exposure Level, Stevens Mark VII Perceived
Loudness, and the Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor. [28] These five metrics
are analyzed in the current study and are outlined in Chapter 2, Section 1.
Ground measurements of sonic booms are complicated by the earth's turbulent
boundary layer. Boundary layer turbulence causes refraction of sonic booms. Even
for a single supersonic flyover, this results in sonic booms sounding slightly or
even vastly diﬀerent at diﬀerent ground locations. Many sonic boom experiments
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Figure 1.10. When a supersonic aircraft accelerates, a caustic line forms which is where
sonic boom focusing occurs. Source: Page et al. [7]

employ impressively long and dense microphone arrays to better understand these
variations. Operation of these long arrays can be an expensive challenge. It is
currently an open question as to how many ground measurements are needed to
ensure narrow 90% confidence intervals about sonic boom metric means. In fact,
it is unclear how narrow 90% confidence intervals for sonic boom measurements
can be.
This thesis aims to provide estimates for several unanswered questions concerning supersonic aircraft noise certification. Presented here is an attempt to
determine
1. how many ground measurements are necessary for accurately determining
sonic boom metric values,
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2. how narrow the 90% confidence intervals will be due to the eﬀects of atmospheric turbulence on sonic booms,
3. which of five human-perception-correlated sonic boom metrics is aﬀected the
least by turbulence.
In order to answer these important questions, NASA's SCAMP data set [7] was
used which is outlined in the following section.

1.4 Superboom Caustic Analysis and Measurement
Program (SCAMP)
1.4.1 Description
The main purpose of NASA's Superboom Caustic Analysis and Measurement Program (SCAMP) was to measure supersonic aircraft acceleration focus booms to validate computational tools which predict this phenomena. [7] During the flight test,
an F-18B (Fig. 1.11) flew at supersonic speeds parallel to a linear 81-microphone
10,000 ft. (3 km) array placed in a supersonic corridor northeast of Edwards Air
Force Base and NASA Dryden (now Armstrong) Flight Research Center in the
Mojave Desert. The microphone array location is shown in Fig. 1.12. The setup
resulted in a distance of 125 ft. (38.1 m) between each microphone. This microphone spacing gives a background noise correlation,
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sin(kd)
, of no more than 0.5
kd

between adjacent microphones for acoustic signals above 2.72 Hz assuming the
noise is diﬀuse. [29]. Here, k is the wavenumber so that k = 2πf /c with f being
the frequency of the signal and c being the ambient speed of sound. The same
theory can be applied for determining the correlation of turbulent eddies by using
the wind speed instead of the sound speed when calculating k. Assuming the wind
speed is 5% of the sound speed or less, i.e. 17.15 m/s which is a fairly high wind
speed for a ground measurement, this microphone spacing gives a turbule noise
correlation of no more than 0.5 between adjacent microphones for acoustic signals
above 0.14 Hz. Fig. 1.13 shows the minimum frequency for which the background
noise (top plot) or turbule noise (bottom plot) correlation is below 0.5 or 0.1 for
various microphone spacings. This implies that the SCAMP experiment's microphone spacing of 38.1 m is suﬃciently large so that ambient noise signals between
adjacent microphones will be uncorrelated except for the very lowest frequency
components.
Microphones were placed on wooden ground boards covered with smooth white
lamination tape as shown in Fig. 1.14 primarily to keep the microphones out of
the dirt. The microphones are placed on directly on the ground boards as opposed
to placing them on a microphone stand above the ground so that the direct and
reflected waves do not interact and aﬀect the recorded pressure waveform.
While the majority of the booms recorded in this data set used accelerating
aircraft, six flyovers were measured with a straight and level cruise condition at
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Figure 1.11. One of NASA's F-18 Hornet supersonic aircraft. Source: NASA [8]

35,000 ft. (10668 m) at three diﬀerent Mach numbers: 1.17, 1.20, and 1.30. These
three cruise maneuvers are known as Echo, Foxtrot, and Golf, respectively, in the
SCAMP test report. Each maneuver was flown twice. The six passes were from
a single flight of the aircraft between 7:50 and 8:35 AM PDT on the morning of
May 10, 2011. The flight number was 1261 and the pass numbers were 1 through
6 in the test report. Each supersonic pass over the array was separated by approximately 8 minutes. For these six cruise passes, the long array length and its
many microphones grant the possibility for analysis of the variations in sonic boom
loudness and annoyance metrics aﬀected by turbulence.
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Figure 1.12. The geographical location of the SCAMP microphone array with reference
to Edwards Air Force Base

1.4.2 Atmospheric conditions for SCAMP flight
Radiosonde weather balloons were launched from the microphone array location for
the SCAMP flight test. Unfortunately, the weather balloon data was corrupted for
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Figure 1.13. The minimum frequencies for having background ambient noise (top) or
turbule noise (bottom) correlation below 0.5 (blue) or 0.1 (red) for diﬀerent microphone
spacings. The SCAMP spacing was 38.1 m which corresponds to a minimum frequency
of 2.72 Hz and 0.14 Hz for ambient noise and turbule noise correlation below 0.5, respectively.

the steady-level flight analyzed here. A weather balloon was released approximately
33 miles (53.1 km) northwest of the microphone array from the China Lake Naval
Air Weapons Station at 7:30 AM PDT. Field elevation around the microphone
array was between 2.7 and 3 kft (823 and 914 m) MSL. The field elevation at
China Lake is 2.284 kft (696 m) MSL. The atmospheric measurement from China
Lake is shown in Figure 1.15. This balloon data gives approximate values of
the atmospheric parameters that aﬀected the sonic booms' trajectories for the six
steady-level passes of the F-18.
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Figure 1.14. Microphone from the SCAMP array on a wooden ground board covered
with white lamination tape. Source: Page, et al. [7]

1.4.3 Aircraft trajectories for SCAMP cruise boom passes
The SCAMP experiment designers asked the F-18 pilot for the SCAMP mission
to fly straight and level at a constant speed for each of the six passes over the
microphone array. NASA's test pilots are some of the best in the business, but
even so there is no way to fly perfectly level and at a constant speed. These small
deviations can cause minor focusing or defocusing of sound energy which could
have an eﬀect on the ground signatures. While this may be considered a source of
uncertainty, it is a real-world consequence that supersonic aircraft will face when
they are being noise certified.
The aircraft trajectory data is not fully available for public release. However,
the variation in Mach number is available. The flight trajectories and weather data
19

Figure 1.15. Weather balloon data from China Lake Naval Air Weapons Station 33
miles northwest of the SCAMP microphone array at 7:30 AM PDT, May 11, 2011. This
is 20 minutes prior to the flight. Eastward wind means air is moving from west to east.

were processed in PCBOOM 6 [30] using its ray tracing model to determine the
location of isopemps. Isopemps are arcs on the ground which correspond to noise
generated by the aircraft at the same instant in time. From this data, it is possible
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Table 1.1. The as-flown Mach numbers are shown for the six steady-level SCAMP
passes. PCBOOM 6’s ray tracing was used to determine the time of sound generation
for sound which arrived at the ground array. From this, the aircraft Mach number data
was compiled for each pass. The mean Mach number was computed and the uncertainty
was taken to be half the range of Mach numbers.

Pass Number

Target Mach Number

As-flown Mach Number

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.17
1.17
1.20
1.20
1.30
1.30

1.146±0.003
1.147±0.006
1.191±0.001
1.179±0.002
1.275±0.002
1.275±0.002

to determine the Mach number of the aircraft for sound that actually intersected
the array rather than sound hitting the ground before or after the array. Due
to atmospheric refraction eﬀects and the diﬃculty of flying steadily at a desired
Mach number, sound heard on the array may not have been generated while the
aircraft was at the target Mach number. Table 1.1 shows the mean Mach number
and uncertainty for each of the 6 passes over the array. Even though the target
Mach number may not have been achieved, the passes will still be referred to
by their target Mach number because of the potential error from using a distant
location’s weather data in the PCBOOM ray tracing. It should also be noted that
even though the mean Mach number may not have been achieved for sound that
arrived at the array, the aircraft was at the target Mach number at least part
of each flyover. This shows the diﬃculty that atmospheric refraction variability
introduces into real field measurements.
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Chapter 2 |
Analysis Methods
2.1 Human-perception-correlated sonic boom metrics
Because it is not yet known which metric or metrics will encompass the supersonic
aircraft noise certification standard, it is insuﬃcient to analyze just one metric.
Five metrics which were found by Loubeau, et al. [28] to correlate with human
perception of sonic booms were analyzed. These are the A-, B-, E-weighted Sound
Exposure Level (SELA , SELB , SELE , respectively), the Stevens' Mark VII Perceived Level (PL), and the Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor (ISBAP). In
brief, the SEL are a frequency weighted sum of the sound energy of a noise source
over a fixed time period. The PL metric utilizes a frequency weighting procedure
that changes with band level. The ISBAP is a composite metric including the
value of PL, and a weighted diﬀerence between SELA and SELC which incorporates additional low frequency information. These metrics are outlined in detail in
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the next sections, a previous work [9], and in Refs [11, 28, 31, 32].

2.1.1 Sound Exposure Level metrics and their weighting functions
The Sound Exposure Level metric is a measure of the sound power of an acoustic
signal normalized to a specific time interval τ0 of 1 second. The Sound Exposure
Level in dB is calculated by

SEL = 10 log10

1 ∫ τ2 p2 (τ )
dτ
τ0 τ1 p20

(2.1)

where p(τ ) is the acoustic signal as a function of time τ whose start and end times
are τ1 and τ2 and p0 = 20µPa is the reference pressure.
The weighting functions are applied to the acoustic signal by convolution in
the time domain or by multiplication in the frequency domain. The A-, B-, and Eweighted Sound Exposure Level metrics were shown to correlate to human perception of sonic booms. These weighting curves are shown in Fig. 2.1. A-weighting is
quite common in the acoustics community for approximating the Fletcher-Munson
human ear frequency response curve at a level of 40 phons. [33] The B-weighting
curve has a less drastic low-frequency roll oﬀ compared to A-weighting. The Eweighting function was developed to be an approximation to Stevens' Perceived
Level metric which is described in detail in the next section.
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Figure 2.1. Weighting curves which are applied to the pressure signal before calculating
the weighted Sound Exposure Levels. A-, B-, and E-weighted SEL correlate with human
perception of sonic booms. The C-weighted SEL does not correlate as strongly, but it
is used in the calculation of the Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor which does
correlate to human perception of booms. Source: Doebler and Sparrow [9]

2.1.2 Stevens Mark VII Perceived Level of Loudness
Stevens Mark VII Perceived Level is a popular sonic boom metric especially for
NASA studies. It is a somewhat less straight forward way of relating the energy
in a signal to the response of the human auditory system. The development of
the metric came from studies where a subject was exposed to a broadband noise
of known band levels and then asked to vary the loudness of a reference tone at
3.15 kHz until their loudness levels were judged to be identical. The metric is
unique in its choice of reference tone frequency. Many metrics such as A-weighted
sound pressure level use 1 kHz as the reference tone. Stevens called using a 1
kHz reference tone “measuring with a bent stick” because there is a nonlinear
relationship between perception of loudness at 1 kHz as the overall sound level
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increases. The 3.15 kHz tone proved to be a “straighter measuring stick.”
The procedure for calculating the Perceived Level is more easily described using
figures from the Stevens paper. [11] Otherwise, a sizeable number of tables are
required to understand the calculation. The procedure can be broken down into
a few steps. First, the 1/3rd octave band pressure levels in dB re: 1 µPa of the
signal are calculated. Then the band pressure levels are converted to perceived
magnitude in sones Sb (where the subscript b refers to the band number) using the
curves in Fig. 2.2. Then the total perceived magnitude in sones St is calculated
by

St = Sm + F

(∑

Sb − Sm

)

(2.2)

b

where Sm is the loudness of the loudest band in sones and F is a function which
depends on the sone value of the loudest band. The function F is shown in Fig.
2.3. Finally, the Perceived Level in PLdB is calculated by

PL = 32 + 9 log2 St
Who knew the human auditory system could be so simple?
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(2.3)

Figure 2.2. For the PL metric calculation, 1/3rd octave pressure band levels are converted to sones using the curves above. The data points connected by a thick black
line are the 1/3rd octave band spectrum from an N-wave sonic boom from Johnson and
Robinson. [10] Source: Stevens [11]

2.1.3 Indoor Sonic Boom Annoyance Predictor
The ISBAP metric is a hybrid metric developed by NASA to explain results of
studies in the NASA Langley's Interior Eﬀects Room (IER). [34] The IER is an
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Figure 2.3. The value of the function F versus the maximum band level’s sone value.
Source: Stevens [11]

impressive laboratory space which is set up as a typical living room with typical
house exterior walls. Two of four exterior walls are surrounded by large audio
speakers which do not physically touch the exterior walls. Simulated sonic booms
are played over the speaker array outside the living room walls. This allows people
to rate their annoyance for simulations of aircraft sonic booms striking a house
while they are inside. The metric is calculated by

ISBAP = PL + 0.4201(SELC − SELA )

(2.4)

This is the second version of the ISBAP metric. It has a resulting value in dB,
just like the PL metric. The original version of the metric had diﬀerent numerical
coeﬃcients, and the resulting value was an annoyance scale value instead of dB.
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This metric includes additional low frequency information that is not present in
the PL value. The low frequency sound has a higher likelihood of causing structural
vibrations of buildings. This can cause wall-coupled objects such as window panes,
paintings, etc. to vibrate and rattle. This has been shown to be one of the most
annoying components of sonic booms for people indoors. [35, 36] Since humans are
primarily an indoor species especially after advances in interior climate control,
understanding and quantifying the perception of sonic booms indoors is critical for
noise certification.

2.2 The Student's t distribution and t statistic
The Student’s t distribution is a set of many distributions whose probability density
functions vary with sample size or “degrees of freedom.” [37] The probability density
function of the Student's t distribution for degrees of freedom ν = Ns - 1 is given
by
(

)

(

ν+1
ν+1
[
]
Γ
2 −
2
t
2
( ) 1+
P (t, ν) =
√
ν
ν
νπΓ
2

)

(2.5)

Fig. 2.4 shows the distribution for varying numbers of ν. This approaches a
normal distribution as the number of samples Ns approaches infinity. The subsonic
noise standard makes use of the 90% confidence interval about the mean of a set
of sample data using the Student's t distribution. The 90% confidence interval
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equation is given explicitly in the next section (Eq. 2.7). The confidence interval
makes use of the t statistic. The t statistic used in the 90% confidence interval t90
gives the distance from the mean value to which 90% of the area under the probability density curve is contained. Because the distribution changes with sample
size, the t statistic value must also be a function of the number of samples. The
t statistic value for calculating the 90% confidence interval can be found in tables,
but its value is defined as
∫

2 0t90 P (t, ν)dt
90% = ∫ ∞
× 100%.
2 0 P (t, ν)dt

(2.6)

The factor of two in front of the integral comes from the fact that the distribution
is symmetric about 0. Since the Student's t distribution's area is normalized to be
1, the denominator is just 1. In the absence of lookup table values for the t90 , the
t90 value in the right hand side of Eq. 2.6 can be varied until the relation to 90%
holds. This can be done quickly using a computer program - Mathematica, for
example. [38] The t90 values used in the calculation of the 90% confidence interval
for this work are shown to three decimal places in Table 2.1. Omitted values of Ns
have the same t90 value to three decimal places as the next lowest Ns value listed
in the table.
It is worth noting that a sonic boom metric’s 90% confidence interval for a
single pass over an array of microphones may not be the same for other passes
in diﬀering weather conditions or with a diﬀerent flight track. Therefore, in the
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Figure 2.4. The Student's t distribution for varying degrees of freedom. With a large
number of degrees of freedom, the Student's t distribution approaches the normal distribution

future it will likely be necessary to develop a correction to the confidence interval
size based on measurement-day weather and flight track. Pedantically, it is also
worth writing out what the 90% confidence interval actually means using words.
When a sample of metric values is measured and their 90% confidence interval is
calculated, the result is that 90% of the time, the calculated mean value of the
population of possible metric values lies within the 90% confidence interval about
the sample mean.
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Table 2.1. The 90% confidence interval t statistic values for varying numbers of sample
size. Omitted values of Ns have the same t90 value to three decimal places as the t90
value of the next lowest Ns value.

Ns

t90

Ns

t90

Ns

t90

Ns

t90

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

6.314
2.920
2.353
2.132
2.015
1.943
1.895
1.860
1.833
1.812
1.796
1.782
1.771
1.761
1.753
1.746

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

1.740
1.734
1.729
1.725
1.721
1.717
1.714
1.711
1.708
1.706
1.703
1.701
1.699
1.697
1.696
1.694

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
51

1.692
1.691
1.690
1.688
1.687
1.686
1.685
1.684
1.683
1.682
1.681
1.680
1.679
1.678
1.677
1.676

52
54
56
58
60
62
64
67
70
73
76
80
84
89
94
100

1.675
1.674
1.673
1.672
1.671
1.670
1.669
1.668
1.667
1.666
1.665
1.664
1.663
1.662
1.661
1.660

2.3 90% Confidence Interval
The subsonic noise standard sets a limit on the uncertainty of an aircraft's mean
EPNL value by limiting the size of the 90% confidence interval assuming the EPNL
follows a Student's t distribution. The current work parallels this for the sonic
boom metrics. Because of the unpredictable nature of atmospheric turbulence, the
population of possible sonic boom signatures and therefore metric values on the
ground is large. As a result, it is only possible to measure a sample of possible
signatures. The 90% confidence interval I90 about the mean for a sample of a pop-
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ulation x̄s whose standard deviation σ is unknown is calculated using the method
from 14 CFR Part 36 [26] outlined in Ruijgrok. [4] From the number of samples Ns
and the sample's standard deviation σs , the 90% confidence interval is calculated
by
t90
I90 = √ σs
Ns

(2.7)

where t90 is the t statistic for Ns samples which is calculated using Eq. 2.6. The
form of Eq. 2.7 is used because the subsonic standard puts the interval in terms
of ±I90 , i.e. the 90% confidence interval limit is ±1.5 EPNdB. Thus the mean
and 90% confidence interval of a sample are written as x̄s ±I90 . The plots and
analysis in the remaining sections of this thesis use the convention of showing only
the positive value of the confidence interval which is sometimes referred to as the
confidence radius. The data preparation section 2.4.1 goes into more detail about
this.

2.4 Selective microphone removal to determine number of ground measurements
There are 81 microphone recordings of sonic booms for each of the six F-18 passes
from SCAMP. A few microphones were not operational during these passes, but
the minimum number of recordings for each pass is 75. This is an example of
the diﬃculties of operating such a large microphone array, and is also likely due
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to the fact that this was the first flight of the much longer SCAMP campaign,
i.e. the straight level passes were the “trial run” of the experiment. It should go
without saying that a certification standard would need to specify the number of
operational ground recordings, rather than just the number of microphones laid
out (including nonoperational microphones).
If all the microphones are used for a single pass when calculating the mean
value of each metric, the confidence interval is generally narrow (roughly ±1 dB
regardless of metric. See Fig. 3.1). However, there is clearly great experimental
cost to laying 81 microphones over nearly 2 miles (3 km). The three methods
below selectively remove microphones from the confidence interval calculation in
order to determine how many microphones are needed for narrow confidence intervals. Analyzing the same data set with three separate methods provides greater
certainty in the results from any of the methods alone. A visual example of the
three microphone removal methods, spatial downsampling, random selection, and
adjacent mics, is shown in Fig. 2.5, and the methods are described in detail in
Chapter 3.

2.4.1 Data preparation example
Figure 2.6 shows a pair of example plots. The Number of Mic Measurements axis
shows the number of microphone measurements of a single pass of the F-18 over
the array that were used to calculate the mean and the 90% confidence interval of
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Figure 2.5. The three microphone removal techniques used to determine how many
ground measurements are needed to result in narrow confidence intervals for groundmeasured sonic boom perception metrics
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Figure 2.6. The top portion of the confidence interval, or “confidence radius,” is used
to show the diminishing benefit of including more microphones past a certain number.
In this particular case, that number appears to be 7 microphones for the narrowest
confidence interval with fewest number of microphones

the PL metric. The Number of Measurements axis corresponds to the value of Ns .
The left plot shows how the confidence interval (green) symmetrically surrounds
the mean value (blue), and its width is reduced as more microphones are used
to calculate the mean and 90% confidence interval. The figures in the following
chapter will show only the top portion of the 90% confidence interval so that the
changing slope of the 90% confidence interval versus number of mics is visually
apparent, as in the right plot in Fig. 2.6. When the slope of the data is steeply
negative such as in the example plot between 2 and 5 mics, there is great benefit
for including more microphones in order to decrease the 90% confidence interval
width. When the slope of the data is zero or the data appears flat, there is very
little benefit for including more microphones because the 90% confidence interval
width is not decreasing.
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Chapter 3 |
Results
3.1 Spatial downsampling
The first method for selectively removing microphones from the metric averaging
process uses the full length of the array. First, every microphone measurement is
used in the 90% confidence interval calculation, then every other mic, then every
third mic, etc. See the top plots in Fig. 2.5. This technique has the broadest
possible changes in atmospheric profile because of the distance the array spans.
Microphones placed closer together experience more similar atmospheric conditions
than microphones that are far apart.
Fig. 3.1 shows the 90% confidence interval versus diﬀerent numbers of microphones used in the 90% confidence interval calculation for passes over the array
for the diﬀerent metrics. There are six sets of data on each plot corresponding to
the six passes of the F-18. When 20 microphones are used to calculate the 90%
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Figure 3.1. Each of the five plots shows the 90% confidence interval for a diﬀerent sonic
boom perception metric using the spatial downsampling method. Six data sets are shown
on each plot corresponding to the six F-18 passes over the array. The marker shapes
triangle, square, and star indicate the Mach number of 1.17, 1.20, or 1.30, respectively.
The plateau in the data occurs at approximately 10 microphones.
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confidence interval, the range of any of the metric values for the 6 passes is roughly
between 1 and 3 dB. When 10 microphones are used, the dB range expands. The
ISBAP has the greatest variation, between 1 and 6 dB when 10 microphones are
used for each of the six passes. The SELB and SELE have similar ranges: roughly
between 1 and 4 dB when 10 microphones are used. SELA and PL are in between
these, with ranges between 1 and 5 dB. The plateau in the slope of the data is
somewhat obscured by the logarithmic scale, but it occurs at around 10 microphone
measurements.

3.2 Random microphone selection
The next technique for estimating the confidence interval width as a function of
measurement number is to randomly select microphone measurements to include
in the confidence interval calculation. For a given metric, F-18 pass, and number
of microphone measurements, microphone recordings on the array were chosen
at random with replacement 100,000 times, and the five metrics' 90% confidence
interval for each of these sets were calculated. This was repeated for 3 through 20
measurements, for all six passes, and for all 5 metrics. This method for microphone
selection is shown in the center plots of Fig. 2.5.
Figure 3.2 shows the mean 90% confidence interval for the 100,000 sets for
each number of microphone measurements (3 through 20), for each pass (diﬀerent
colors), and for each metric (subplot). Also shown is a violin plot distribution for
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Figure 3.2. Each of the five plots shows the 90% confidence interval for a diﬀerent sonic
boom perception metric using the random microphone selection method. Six data sets
are shown on each plot corresponding to the six F-18 passes over the array. The mean
90% confidence interval of the 100,000 random sets for each pass are shown as the data
markers. The marker shapes triangle, square, and star indicate the Mach number of
1.17, 1.20, or 1.30, respectively. The distribution of the 100,000 sets for each microphone
number for pass six is shown in grey. The data begins to flatten at around 8 to 10
microphones.
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an arbitrary pass, pass 6. When the grey distribution is short and wide, there
is a relatively small spread to the 100,000 sets of 90% confidence interval data,
i.e. there exist many sets of metric values having the same number of microphone
measurements which have about the same value. This occurs with high numbers
of microphone measurements. When the grey violin plot is tall and narrow, there
is a large spread to the 100,000 sets of 90% confidence interval data. This occurs
with few microphone measurements. For each metric, the data begins to flatten
at around 8 to 10 microphones. As in the previous section, the ranking of 90%
confidence size from smallest to largest is SELB , SELE , PL, SELA , and ISBAP.

3.3 Adjacent microphone selection
For this technique, only groups of adjacent microphones were used to calculate the
90% confidence interval between 2 and 20 adjacent microphones as shown in the
bottom plots of Fig. 2.5. The starting channel, or first microphone in the set of
adjacent mics, was chosen to be either channel 0, 15, 35, or 55 which gives the
data at most 25% overlap when 20 microphones are used. This method is the most
practical for field measurements because size of the array is minimized. The trend
in the data is visually apparent. The plateau in slope occurs between 7 and 10
microphones depending on the metric. SELB and SELE have the narrowest spread
of 90% confidence intervals as the number of microphone measurements increase.
Since they correlate with human perception of sonic boom, these metrics may be
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Figure 3.3. Each of the five plots shows the 90% confidence interval for a diﬀerent
sonic boom perception metric using the adjacent microphone selection method. Twentyfour data sets are shown on each plot corresponding to six flights times four starting
microphone channels. The line style of solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted indicate
the first microphone channel in the set of adjacent microphones. The marker shapes
triangle, square, and star indicate the Mach number of 1.17, 1.20, or 1.30, respectively.
The data plateaus before 10 microphones.
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viable for supersonic aircraft certification because they would reduce the number
of ground measurements needed to be confident in their mean value.

3.4 Using the cumulative distribution function to assess metric stability
The cumulative distribution function CDF is related to the probability density
function of the random variable x by
∫

CDF(x) =

x

−∞

P (t′ )dt′

(3.1)

where P is the probability distribution of the variable x and t′ is the dummy
variable of integration. P could be the Student's t distribution, for example. The
CDF for a sonic boom metric value for a certain pass tells the probability that the
measured sonic boom metric value will be at or below a certain value.
The cumulative distribution functions for each metric are shown in Figs. 3.4
and 3.5. The figure shows the CDF for each pass as a solid line of diﬀering color,
and the CDF for all six passes as a dash-dotted line. Finally, the CDF for a
normal (Gaussian) distribution [39] is shown as a dashed line. The assumption is
that the Gaussian distribution shared the same mean and standard deviation as
the collection of metric values for the six passes. The CDF plots are useful for
showing metric stability in turbulence. The SELB and SELE metrics have a much
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Figure 3.4. Cumulative distribution functions are shown for each metric and for each
individual pass. Passes with the same Mach number may not have the same CDF due to
the eﬀects of turbulence, winds, and potentially slightly diﬀerent aircraft tracks. Metrics
with a narrow spread and a steeply ascending CDF are more stable in turbulence than
metrics with a wide, more slowly ascending CDF. A Gaussian CDF with the same mean
and standard deviation as the collection of metric values for all six passes is shown and
aligns quite well with the “All Passes” CDF regardless of metric.

steeper ascent compared to ISBAP. This shows that the SELB and SELE metrics
do not fluctuate as much due to turbulence as ISBAP. This is consistent with the
results of a previous work. [9]
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Figure 3.5. Cumulative distribution functions for each metric for a particular pass
are shown. The dashed lines show a Gaussian CDF with the same mean and standard
deviation as the metric values of the same color. Pass 6 metrics seem to follow a Gaussian
distribution very closely while Pass 1 metrics seem not to follow a Gaussian distribution
as closely.

Another interesting way to look at the CDFs is to plot each metric together on
the same graph for each of the six passes. Then a Gaussian CDF can be plotted for
each metric in a particular pass using the mean and standard deviation of those
metric values. This shows how closely the measured metric values' distributions
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are to a normal distribution which is what the Student t 90% confidence interval
assumes. This method of CDF analysis is shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.4.1 Sonic boom metrics and the t distribution
The underlying assumption for the subsonic noise certification standard is that the
EPNL metric for a certain aircraft will follow the Student's t distribution. This
may or may not be the case for the EPNL metric, but the subsonic standard's use
of Student's t distribution for the 90% confidence interval was paralleled in the
current work as a starting point. It is necessary to test this assumption for the
five sonic boom metrics analyzed here.
By looking at quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots of the sonic boom metric data versus the Student's t distribution, it is possible to assess whether or not each metric
follows the t distribution for each pass. The sonic boom metric data quantiles
were plotted versus the quantiles of the Student's t distribution in Fig. 3.6. If the
scattered sonic boom metric data points are collinear with the same colored dotted
line in Fig. 3.6, then the metrics follow the t distribution for that particular pass.
Pass six is the most collinear regardless of metric. Pass 1 is the least collinear.
The metric quantile curvature is similar for each metric in any particular pass, but
between passes there is not an obvious skew trend in the data. While more passes
would be helpful, it appears that the assumption that the metrics follow a Student's t distribution is mostly satisfied. The Q-Q plots are also valuable because
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they show the range of metric values for each pass over the array.

3.5 Other limitations
It must be noted that the data is only from six passes over a linear array from
a single N-wave-producing aircraft flight in the morning of May in the Mojave
Desert. Other types of arrays, more flyovers, other sonic boom signatures such as
those from low-boom aircraft, and other atmospheric conditions and climates will
be interesting topics to explore in the future. Additionally, a primary diﬀerence
between the subsonic standard and the analysis presented here is that the subsonic
standard uses a single microphone and at least six passes instead of an array of
microphones. For the subsonic standard, this implies potentially very diﬀerent
atmospheric conditions and diﬀerent aircraft tracks for each pass. Multiple passes
may be too expensive for supersonic aircraft noise certification. The analysis here
of supersonic cruise booms uses many recordings of the same aircraft pass with
only two passes per Mach number. It will be useful to look at larger data sets such
as SonicBAT in the future which has many passes over a linear array. [22]
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Figure 3.6. Each of the six plots shows the quantile-quantile plots for the metric
values from six F-18 passes versus a Student's t distribution. The metric values from
Pass 6 follow the Student's t distribution the most closely. The other passes have some
curvature, but they not skewed in a common direction.
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Chapter 4 |
Conclusions
The goal of this study was to use the subsonic noise certification standard as a
template for the supersonic noise certification standard to determine how many
ground measurements of sonic booms are necessary for narrow confidence intervals
about metrics. Five sonic boom metrics which correlate to human perception of
sonic booms were chosen for confidence interval analysis. The six N-wave cruise
booms from the SCAMP data set were used. The experimental cost for laying
81 microphones over 10,000 ft (3 km) is most likely too great for certification, so
three methods of limiting the number of microphones were analyzed. The three
methods were spatial downsampling, random selection, and adjacent selection of
microphones. Each of the methods indicated that 10 ground recordings had sufficiently narrow Student's t 90% confidence intervals. More than 10 microphone
measurements continues to narrow the confidence interval, but the rate of change
of the confidence interval size approaches zero. The assumption that the metrics
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followed the Student's t distribution was analyzed and found to be adequate. Additionally, the stability of the five metrics was analyzed with SELB and SELE being
the most stable of the five metrics. The results of this work could save a considerable amount of money and time in future experiments and in supersonic noise
certification. These results should be taken into consideration for use in future
supersonic aircraft noise certification requirements.
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Appendix |
Analysis MATLAB Code
1 Introduction
The MATLAB code which was written to perform this analysis is included below.

2 Code
2.1 Metric Data Preparation
This code snippet shows how the SCAMP binary time vs pressure data was imported and the metric values were calculated for each pass at each microphone.
%compile all the possible flight numbers as structures
allFlights = struct();
allFlights.centerlineFlights = [12611:12616];
allFlights.offsetFlights = [12735,12741,12742,12743];
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%some microphone channels were inactive during recording
%only select active mics
allFlights.centerlineChannels(1) = {[0:20 25:52 54:80]};
allFlights.centerlineChannels(2:3) = {[0:20 25:30 32:52 54:80]};
allFlights.centerlineChannels(4) = {[0:20 25:52 54:80]};
allFlights.centerlineChannels(5:6) = {[0:30 32:52 54:80]};
allFlights.offsetChannels(1)={33:80};
allFlights.offsetChannels(2:4)={13:80};

%location of the data for the centerline flights
dataDirCenterline = [’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\’...
’steady flight data\centerline flight data\’];
%location of the functions which calculate metrics (Thanks Josh Palmer!)
metricCalcDir = ’E:\Palmer Drive\data analysis and plotting’;
myDir = pwd;
%initialize metric variables
tic
SEL_A = zeros(6,79); SEL_B=SEL_A;SEL_E=SEL_A;PL=SEL_A;ISbAP=SEL_A;
%for each pass
for ii = 1:length(allFlights.centerlineFlights)
%for each used channel
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for jj = 1:length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii})
%import the pressure data, time data, and sample rate
[currP,currTimeAxis,currFs] =...
importSCAMPpressureData(dataDirCenterline,...
allFlights.centerlineFlights(ii),...
allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}(jj));

%take 0.8 seconds after the peak pressure and 0.4 seconds before it
[~,maxInd] = max(currP);
sampStart = maxInd-round(0.4*currFs);
sampEnd = maxInd+round(0.8*currFs);
%collect all the pressure waveforms
pressureData{ii,jj} = currP(sampStart:sampEnd);
%collect all the time waveforms
timeAxis{ii,jj} = (0:length(currP(sampStart:sampEnd))-1)/currFs;

%subtract the average of the half the pre shock data to eliminate DC
%offset
pressureData{ii,jj} = pressureData{ii,jj}-...
mean(pressureData{ii,jj}(1:round(0.2*currFs)));

%taper 10% of the front and back of the data with a Cosine window
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%to eliminate high frequency energy in the FFTs
pressureData{ii,jj} = taperTen(pressureData{ii,jj});

%%%%%%%%%%
%now that we have the pressure data set up, we can calculate
%the metric values
cd(metricCalcDir)
[SEL_A(ii,jj),SEL_B(ii,jj),SEL_E(ii,jj),PL(ii,jj),ISbAP(ii,jj)] =...
calcFAAMetrics(pressureData{ii,jj},currFs);
cd(myDir)
end
allFlights.centerlineSEL_A(ii)={SEL_A(ii,1:jj)};
allFlights.centerlineSEL_B(ii)={SEL_B(ii,1:jj)};
allFlights.centerlineSEL_E(ii)={SEL_E(ii,1:jj)};
allFlights.centerlinePL(ii)={PL(ii,1:jj)};
allFlights.centerlineISbAP(ii)={ISbAP(ii,1:jj)};
end
toc

%the metrics were then saved as AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat

The next code snippit shows how to import the SCAMP pressure vs. time
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data.

function [pressureData_Pa,timeAxis, fs] =...
importSCAMPpressureData(dataDirectory_str,flight,channel)

if strcmp(dataDirectory_str(length(dataDirectory_str)),’\’)
myFile = [dataDirectory_str num2str(flight)];

if channel<61
fs = 24000;
if channel <10
myFile = [myFile ’_024000HZ_CH00’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
else
myFile = [myFile ’_024000HZ_CH0’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
end
else
fs = 32768;
myFile = [myFile ’_032768HZ_CH0’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
end

else
myFile = [dataDirectory_str ’\’ num2str(flight)];
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if channel<61
fs = 24000;
if channel <10
myFile = [myFile ’_024000HZ_CH00’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
else
myFile = [myFile ’_024000HZ_CH0’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
end
else
fs = 32768;
myFile = [myFile ’_032768HZ_CH0’ num2str(channel) ’.bin’];
end
end
fid1=fopen(myFile,’r’);
pressureData_Pa = fread(fid1,inf,’real*4’)/0.02088543815039;
timeAxis = (0:length(pressureData_Pa)-1)/fs;
fclose(fid1);

end

The next snippit shows how the metrics were calculated. The metric calculation
codes were written by Josh Palmer and can be found in his PSU Thesis.
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function [SELa,SELb,SELe,PL,ISbAP] = calcFAAMetrics(inpsig,Fs)
%assumes Pascal input, [SELa,SELb,SELe,PL,ISbAP] = calcFAAMetrics(inpsig,Fs)
try
[ISbAP,PL] = ISBAPandPL(inpsig,Fs);
catch
[ISbAP,PL] = ISBAPandPL(inpsig’,Fs);
end

try
[SELa,SELc,SELf] = SEL(inpsig,Fs);
catch
[SELa,SELc,SELf] = SEL(inpsig’,Fs);
end

SELb = SELz(Bweight(inpsig,Fs),Fs);
SELe = SELz(Eweight(inpsig,Fs),Fs);

end

This function takes the first and last 10% of the data and applies a Hann
window so that the beginning and end values go smoothly to zero.
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function taperedData = taperTen(data1)
%this function applies a half hann window to the front and rear 10 percent
%of the data to hopefully remove effects in metrics

N = length(data1);
tenPerc = round(N*0.1);
firstTen = 1:tenPerc;
lastTen = N-tenPerc+1:N;
dataToTaper = [data1(firstTen);data1(lastTen)];
winData = hann(length(dataToTaper),’periodic’).*dataToTaper;
taperedData = data1;
taperedData(firstTen) = winData(1:tenPerc);
taperedData(lastTen) = winData(tenPerc+1:end);

end

2.2 Adjacent Microphone Selection
This code shows how the adjacent microphone selection analysis was completed.

load([’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\’...
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’AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat’]);

%loop through every flight
%loop through mic combos, first 2 first 3 first 4 etc
micCombos = [2:20];
counter = 1;
counter2 = 1;
%%%%%
offsetMat =[0 15 35 55];
lineMat{1} = ’-’;
lineMat{2} = ’--’;
lineMat{3} = ’-.’;
lineMat{4} = ’:’;

Machs = [1.17 1.17 1.20 1.20 1.30 1.30];

markerMat{1} = ’^’;
markerMat{2} = ’^’;
markerMat{3} = ’square’;
markerMat{4} = ’square’;
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markerMat{5} = ’pentagram’;
markerMat{6} = ’pentagram’;

flightColors{1} = [0 0 0];%’k’;
flightColors{2} = [0 0 1];%’b’;
flightColors{3} = [0 100/255 0];%’g’; forest green
flightColors{4} = [1 0 0];%’r’;
flightColors{5} = [0 206/255 209/255];%’c’; turquois
flightColors{6} = [1 0 1];%’m’;

metricNames{1} = ’SEL_A’;
metricNames{2} = ’SEL_B’;
metricNames{3} = ’SEL_E’;
metricNames{4} = ’PL’;
metricNames{5} = ’ISBAP’;
for ii = 1:length(allFlights.centerlineFlights)

for kk = 1:length(offsetMat)
offset1 = offsetMat(kk);
for jj = 1:length(micCombos)
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).mic_description =...
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[’first ’ num2str(micCombos(jj)) ’ mics’];
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).num_mics_used(ii) =...
micCombos(jj);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}...
(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}...
(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));

metric_means(1,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(1,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_90Conf(ii) = ...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}...
(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
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metric_means(2,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(2,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_90Conf(ii) = ...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}...
(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));

metric_means(3,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(3,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}...
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(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));

metric_means(4,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(4,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}...
(1+offset1:micCombos(jj)+offset1));

metric_means(5,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(5,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_90Conf(ii);

end
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offsetMetric_90Confs{ii,kk} = metric_90Confs(:,:,ii);

for mm = 1:5
figure(100)
subplot(2,3,mm)
plot(micCombos,metric_90Confs(mm,:,ii),lineMat{kk},’marker’,...
markerMat{ii},’color’,flightColors{ii},’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
hold on
if mm == 1
legendStr{counter2} = [’Pass ’ num2str(ii) ...
’, starting channel ’ num2str(offsetMat(kk))];
counter2 = counter2+1;
end
title([metricNames{mm}],’fontsize’,15)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’,’fontsize’,15)
ylabel(’90% C.I. (dB)’,’fontsize’,15)
ylim([0 10])
xlim([0 20])
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5:5:20])
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)
grid on
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metric_90Confs_all(mm,:,ii,kk) = metric_90Confs(mm,:,ii);

end

if (ii==2&&kk==1)||(ii==2&&kk==3)||(ii==3&&kk==1)

figure(101)

plot(micCombos,metric_90Confs(4,:,ii),lineMat{kk},’marker’,...
markerMat{ii},’color’,flightColors{ii},’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
%ii is flight number, kk is offset
hold on
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5:5:20])
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)
grid on
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’,’fontsize’,15)
ylabel(’90% C.I. (dB)’,’fontsize’,15)
legendStr2{counter} = [’Pass ’ num2str(ii)

...

’, starting channel ’ num2str(offsetMat(kk))];
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counter = counter+1;
legend(legendStr2)
ylim([0 10])
end

if (ii==3&&kk==1)
figure(1)
plot(micCombos,metric_means(4,:,ii),’linestyle’,’none’,...
’marker’,’o’,’color’,’b’,’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
hold on
plot(micCombos,metric_means(4,:,ii)+metric_90Confs(4,:,ii),...
lineMat{kk},’marker’,markerMat{ii},’color’,flightColors{ii},...
’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
plot(micCombos,metric_means(4,:,ii)-metric_90Confs(4,:,ii),...
lineMat{kk},’marker’,markerMat{ii},’color’,flightColors{ii},...
’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5:5:20])
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)
grid on
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’,’fontsize’,15)
ylabel(’PL (dB)’,’fontsize’,15)
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legend(’mean PL’,’90% C.I.’,’location’,’southeast’)

figure(2)
plot(micCombos,metric_90Confs(4,:,ii),lineMat{kk},’marker’,...
markerMat{ii},’color’,flightColors{ii},’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5:5:20])
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)
grid on
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’,’fontsize’,15)
ylabel(’90% C.I. (dB)’,’fontsize’,15)
title(’PL’)
legend(’90% C.I.’)
ylim([0 10])
end

end
end
l1 = legend(char(legendStr));
set(l1,’fontsize’,10)
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2.3 Random Microphone Selection
This section shows how the Random Microphone Selection results were computed.

clear variables
close all

load([’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\’...
’AllMetricsForFaintFlights.mat’]);
tic
numDarts =100000;
numMics_mat = [2:20];

%set up for faster looping
% metric_means_numMics = zeros(5,numDarts,6,length(numMics_mat));
% metric_90Confs_numMics = zeros(5,numDarts,6,length(numMics_mat));
for kk = 1:length(numMics_mat)
numMics = numMics_mat(kk);

%setting up for faster loopage
%

numFlights

% micRands = zeros(6,numMics,numDarts);
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% %

numMetrics

numFlights

% metric_means = zeros(5,numDarts,6);
% metric_90Confs = zeros(5,numDarts,6);
clear micRands
clear metric_means
clear metric_90Confs
for ii = 1:length(allFlights.centerlineFlights)

for jj = 1:numDarts
micRands(ii,:,jj) = ...
randi([1 length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii})],1,numMics);
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).mic_description =...
[’mics used: ’ num2str(micRands(ii,:,jj))];
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).num_mics_used(ii) = numMics;
offset1 = 0;
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));

metric_means(1,jj,ii) =...
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allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(1,jj,ii) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_90Conf(ii) = ...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));

metric_means(2,jj,ii) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(2,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_90Conf(ii) = ...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));

metric_means(3,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_mean(ii);
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metric_90Confs(3,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));

metric_means(4,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(4,jj,ii) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_90Conf(ii);

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_mean(ii) = ...
mean(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_90Conf(ii) = ...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}(micRands(ii,:,jj)));

metric_means(5,jj,ii) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_mean(ii);
metric_90Confs(5,jj,ii) =...
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allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_90Conf(ii);
end

end
%

(metric, dart, flight, numMics)

metric_means_numMics(:,:,:,kk) = metric_means;
metric_90Confs_numMics(:,:,:,kk) = metric_90Confs;
%these contain nearly Gaussian distributed (because of the many darts)
%metric means and 90Confs.
load handel
sound(y(3000:20000),Fs)
toc
end

load handel
sound(y(3000:20000),Fs)
toc

for ii = 1:6
for mm = 1:5
for kk = 1:length(numMics_mat)
%find the standard deviation of the gaussian-ish means and 90confs
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std_metric_means_numMics(mm,ii,kk) = std(metric_means_numMics(mm,:,ii,kk));
std_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ii,kk) = std(metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,:,ii,kk));
end
end
end

%the data was then saved as V6_100k_realizations_2-20_mics.mat

The next bit of code shows how the Random Selection data was plotted

load([’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\’...
’AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat’]);
load([’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\steady flight data\’...
’centerline flight data\plots\monte carlo\V6_100k_realizations_2-20_mics.mat’])
MachMat =

[1.17 1.17 1.20 1.20 1.30 1.30];

for ii = 1:6
for mm = 1:5
for kk = 1:length(numMics_mat)
%find the standard deviation of the gaussian-ish means and 90confs
std_metric_means_numMics(mm,ii,kk) =...
std(metric_means_numMics(mm,:,ii,kk));
std_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ii,kk) = ...
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std(metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,:,ii,kk));
mean_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ii,kk) =...
mean(metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,:,ii,kk));

end

end
end

%this time look at distributions for each flight
metricNames{1} = ’SEL_A’;
metricNames{2} = ’SEL_B’;
metricNames{3} = ’SEL_E’;
metricNames{4} = ’PL’;
metricNames{5} = ’ISBAP’;

markerMat{1} = ’^’;
markerMat{2} = ’^’;
markerMat{3} = ’square’;
markerMat{4} = ’square’;
markerMat{5} = ’pentagram’;
markerMat{6} = ’pentagram’;
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flightColors{1} = [0 0 0];%’k’;
flightColors{2} = [0 0 1];%’b’;
flightColors{3} = [0 100/255 0];%’g’; forest green
flightColors{4} = [1 0 0];%’r’;
flightColors{5} = [0 206/255 209/255];%’c’; turquois
flightColors{6} = [1 0 1];%’m’;

cd(’E:\SCAMP from Boeing\spatial downsampling attempt\distributionPlot’)
figure
for ff = 1:6
for mm = 1:5
for ii = 1:19
if ii == 1
boxData2(mm,:,ii) = NaN.*squeeze(metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,:,ff,ii));
else
boxData2(mm,:,ii) = squeeze(metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,:,ff,ii));
end

end
subplot(2,3,mm)
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if ff ==6

plot([2:19], squeeze(mean_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ff,2:end)),...
’marker’,markerMat{ff},’color’,flightColors{ff},...
’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2,’linestyle’,’--’)

distributionPlot2(squeeze(boxData2(mm,:,:)),’histOpt’,...
2,’globalNorm’,2,’showMM’,0,’distWidth’,1)
else
plot([2:19], squeeze(mean_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ff,2:end))...
,’marker’,markerMat{ff},’color’,flightColors{ff},’markersize’...
,8,’linewidth’,1.2,’linestyle’,’--’)
hold on
end

if ff==6
for ff2 = 1:6
plot([2:19], ...
squeeze(mean_metric_90Confs_numMics(mm,ff2,2:end)),’marker’,...
markerMat{ff2},’color’,flightColors{ff2},’markersize’,8,...
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’linewidth’,1.2,’linestyle’,’--’)
end
end

set(gca,’xtick’,1:2:19, ’xticklabel’,2:2:20)

ylim([0 10])
title(metricNames{mm})
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% C.I. (dB)’)
grid on

set(gca,’fontsize’,18)

end

set(gcf,’position’,[1

41

1920

963])

end
legend(’Pass 1 mean 90% C.I.’,’Pass 2 mean 90% C.I.’,...
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’Pass 3 mean 90% C.I.’,’Pass 4 mean 90% C.I.’,’Pass 5 mean 90% C.I.’...
,’Pass 6 mean 90% C.I.’,’Pass 6 distribution’)
cd(myDir)

2.4 Spatial Downsampling
This section shows how the Spatial Downsampling results were computed.
load(’AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat’)
machNums = [1.17 1.17 1.20 1.20 1.30 1.30];
%take every 1 mic, take ever 2 mics, take ever 3 mics etc
takeEvery = [1:10,12,14,16,20,27,40];%mics
for jj = 1:length(takeEvery)
%for each pass
for ii = 1:length(allFlights.centerlineFlights)

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).mic_description = ...
[’every ’ num2str(takeEvery(jj)) ’ mics’];
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).num_mics_used(ii) = ...
sum(takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii})));
%calculate the mean and 90% confidence interval for each set of microphones for
%each metric
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allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_A_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_A{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_B_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_B{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}(...
1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
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allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).SEL_E_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineSEL_E{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).PL_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlinePL{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));

allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_mean(ii) =...
mean(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(jj).ISbAP_90Conf(ii) =...
confidenceInterval90(allFlights.centerlineISbAP{ii}...
(1==takeEveryNmic(takeEvery(jj),...
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length(allFlights.centerlineChannels{ii}))));
%%%%
end
end

%now plot the confidence intervals as a function of metric and number of
%mics and flight

flightNum = [1:6];
for jj = 1:length(flightNum)
for ii =1:length(takeEvery)
%populate means, confidence intervals, and number of mics
numChannels(jj,ii) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).num_mics_used(flightNum(jj));

metric_means(1,ii,jj) = ...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_A_mean(flightNum(jj));
metric_90Confs(1,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_A_90Conf(flightNum(jj));

metric_means(2,ii,jj) =...
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allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_B_mean(flightNum(jj));
metric_90Confs(2,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_B_90Conf(flightNum(jj));

metric_means(3,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_E_mean(flightNum(jj));
metric_90Confs(3,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).SEL_E_90Conf(flightNum(jj));

metric_means(4,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).PL_mean(flightNum(jj));
metric_90Confs(4,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).PL_90Conf(flightNum(jj));

metric_means(5,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).ISbAP_mean(flightNum(jj));
metric_90Confs(5,ii,jj) =...
allFlights.centerlineDownsampling(ii).ISbAP_90Conf(flightNum(jj));
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end
%%%%%
plotSEL_A = false;
plotSEL_B = false;
plotSEL_E = false;
plotPL = true;
plotISBAP = false;
plotOverlay90Conf = true;

%%%%%%%%%%%
fignum = 1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%SEL_A plots
if plotSEL_A
figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(1,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(1,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
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metric_means(1,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_A (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean SEL_A flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([76 96])

%
%

set(gca,’ytick’,76:2:96)
set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(1,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
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933])

metric_means(1,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(1,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_A (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean SEL_A flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([50 135])
set(gca,’ytick’,[50:10:130 135])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
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1680

933])

semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_A Confidence flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%
%

ylim([0 45])
set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_A Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([0 10])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)
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set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%SEL_B plots
if plotSEL_B
figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(2,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(2,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(2,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_B (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
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title([’mean SEL_B flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([86 104])

%

set(gca,’ytick’,86:2:104)

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(2,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(2,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(2,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_B (dB)’)
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l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean SEL_B flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([60 130])
%

set(gca,’ytick’,86:2:104)

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_B Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([0 35])
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%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_B Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([0 10])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
end
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1680

933])

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%SEL_E plots
if plotSEL_E
figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(3,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(3,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(3,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_E (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean SEL_E flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([84 101])

%

set(gca,’ytick’,86:2:104)

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
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set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(3,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(3,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(3,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average SEL_E (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean SEL_E flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([55 135])
set(gca,’ytick’,[55 60:10:130 135])
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%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_E Confidence flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([0 5])

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
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1680

933])

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’SEL_E Confidence flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([0 10])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PL plots
if plotPL
figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
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scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(4,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(4,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(4,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average PL (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean PL flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([92 110])

%

set(gca,’ytick’,92:2:110)

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
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1680

933])

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(4,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(4,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(4,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average PL (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean PL flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([65 145])
set(gca,’ytick’,[65 70:10:140 145])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
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1680

933])

fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_90Confs(4,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’PL Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([0 5])

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

% set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
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1680

933])

semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(4,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’PL Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([0 10])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%ISBAP plots
if plotISBAP
figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(5,:,jj),’b’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
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metric_means(5,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(5,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average ISBAP (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean ISBAP flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%

ylim([55 135])

%

set(gca,’ytick’,82:2:104)

%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
scatter(numChannels(jj,:),metric_means(5,:,jj),’b’)
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933])

hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(5,:,jj)+metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),...
metric_means(5,:,jj)-metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’average ISBAP (dB)’)
l1 = legend(’mean’,’90% confidence’);
l1.Location = ’best’;
title([’mean ISBAP flight ’ ...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([55 135])
set(gca,’ytick’,[55 60:10:130 135])
%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
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1680

933])

subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(5,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’ISBAP Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
%
%

ylim([0 50])
set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

figure(fignum)
subplot(2,3,jj)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(5,:,jj),’r--’,’marker’,’*’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’ISBAP Confidence flight ’...
num2str(allFlights.centerlineFlights(flightNum(jj)))])
ylim([0 10])
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%

set(gca,’xtick’,0:10:80)

set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
fignum=fignum+1;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if plotOverlay90Conf
%confidence intervals overlayed by metric
figure(fignum)
fignum=fignum+1;
subplot(2,3,jj)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(4,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(5,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
ylim([0 10])
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set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:16])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
legend(’SEL_A’,’SEL_B’,’SEL_E’,’PL’,’ISBAP’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’flight ’ num2str(jj) ’, Mach ’ num2str(machNums(jj))])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)

figure(fignum)
fignum=fignum+1;
subplot(2,3,jj)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(1,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
hold on
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(2,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(3,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(4,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
plot(numChannels(jj,:),metric_90Confs(5,:,jj),’--’,’marker’,’*’)
ylim([0 50])
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set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])
set(gca,’ytick’, [0:2:8 10:10:50])
set(gcf,’position’,[-1679

-363

1680

933])

grid on
legend(’SEL_A’,’SEL_B’,’SEL_E’,’PL’,’ISBAP’)
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% Confidence Interval (dB)’)
title([’flight ’ num2str(jj) ’, Mach ’ num2str(machNums(jj))])
set(gca,’xscale’,’log’)
set(gca,’yscale’,’log’)
set(gca,’fontsize’,15)
end
end

metricStrs = cell(1,5);
metricStrs(1:5) = {’SEL_A’,’SEL_B’,’SEL_E’,’PL’,’ISBAP’};

flightColors{1} = [0 0 0];%’k’;
flightColors{2} = [0 0 1];%’b’;
flightColors{3} = [0 100/255 0];%’g’; forest green
flightColors{4} = [1 0 0];%’r’;
flightColors{5} = [0 206/255 209/255];%’c’; turquois
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flightColors{6} = [1 0 1];%’m’;

markerMat{1} = ’^’;
markerMat{2} = ’^’;
markerMat{3} = ’square’;
markerMat{4} = ’square’;
markerMat{5} = ’pentagram’;
markerMat{6} = ’pentagram’;

figure
for ii = 1:5
for jj = 1:6
subplot(2,3,ii)
semilogx(numChannels(jj,:).’,squeeze(metric_90Confs(ii,:,jj)),...
’--’,’marker’,markerMat{jj},’color’,flightColors{jj},...
’markersize’,8,’linewidth’,1.2)
hold on
set(gca,’xtick’,[2,5,10,20,40,70])

ylim([0 10])
% xlim([0 20])
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l1 = legend(’Pass 1’,’Pass 2’,’Pass 3’,’Pass 4’,’Pass 5’,’Pass 6’);
grid on
xlabel(’Number of Mic Measurements’)
ylabel(’90% C.I. (dB)’)
title([metricStrs{ii}])
set(gca,’fontsize’,18)
end
end

function outMicBool = takeEveryNmic(N,numMics)
%example we have 12 mics and want to take every 2 mics
%01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12
%tt ff tt ff tt ff tt ff tt ff tt ff
outMicBool = false(1,numMics);
for ii = 1:numMics
if ~mod(ii-1,N)
outMicBool(ii) = true;
end
end

end
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2.5 Student’s t 90% Confidence Interval
function [plusOrMinus] = confidenceInterval90(metricVals)
n = length(metricVals);%number of samples
%made from t distribution values in Ruijgrok elements of aviation
acoustics page 236
t90 = [NaN 6.314 2.92 2.353 2.132 2.015 1.943 1.895 1.86 1.833 1.812
1.796 1.782 1.771 1.761 1.753 1.746 1.74 1.734 1.729 1.725 1.721 1.717
1.714 1.711 1.708 1.706 1.703 1.701 1.699 1.697 1.696 1.694 1.692 1.691
1.69 1.688 1.687 1.686 1.685 1.684 1.683 1.682 1.681 1.68 1.679 1.679
1.678 1.677 1.677 1.676 1.675 1.675 1.674 1.674 1.673 1.673 1.672 1.672
1.671 1.671 1.67 1.67 1.669 1.669 1.669 1.668 1.668 1.668 1.667 1.667
1.667 1.666 1.666 1.666 1.665 1.665 1.665 1.665 1.664 1.664 1.664 1.664
1.663 1.663 1.663 1.663 1.663 1.662 1.662 1.662 1.662 1.662 1.661 1.661
1.661 1.661 1.661 1.661 1.66 1.66];
if n>length(t90)
err(’’)
display(’t90 in this function currently only supports up to 100 values’)
else
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%from eqn 10.6-1
sampleMean_Lbar = 1/n*sum(metricVals);
%from eqn 10.6-2
sampleStdDev_s = sqrt( (1/(n-1)) *

(sum(

(metricVals-sampleMean_Lbar).^2)

%from eqn 10.6-5
plusOrMinus = t90(n)*sampleStdDev_s/sqrt(n);

end

end

2.6 Cumulative Distribution Functions
This section shows the code used to generate cumulative distribution functions for
the metric data.
load(’AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat’);
%identify the working channels
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availMics = PL>0;

flightColors{1} = [0 0 0];%’k’;
flightColors{2} = [0 0 1];%’b’;
flightColors{3} = [0 100/255 0];%’g’; forest green
flightColors{4} = [1 0 0];%’r’;
flightColors{5} = [0 206/255 209/255];%’c’; turquois
flightColors{6} = [1 0 1];%’m’;
allSELA = [];
allSELB = [];
allSELE = [];
allPL = [];
allISBAP = [];

for flightNum = 1:6

allSELA = [allSELA SEL_A(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))];
allSELB = [allSELB SEL_B(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))];
allSELE = [allSELE SEL_E(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))];
allPL = [allPL PL(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))];
allISBAP = [allISBAP ISbAP(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))];
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end

%plot the CDFs for the same metric using different passes
figure
for flightNum = 1:6
subplot(2,3,1)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_A(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{flightNum})
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_A (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
subplot(2,3,2)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_B(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{flightNum})
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_B (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
subplot(2,3,3)
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[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_E(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{flightNum})
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_E (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
subplot(2,3,4)

[out1,out2]=ecdf(PL(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{flightNum})
hold on
xlabel(’PL (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
subplot(2,3,5)

[out1,out2]=ecdf(ISbAP(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{flightNum})
hold on
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xlabel(’ISBAP (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)

end
legend(’Pass 1’,’Pass 2’,’Pass 3’,’Pass 4’,’Pass 5’,’Pass 6’,’location’,’best’)

grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)

%plot the CDF of all the metric data for the 6 passes
subplot(2,3,1)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(allSELA);
plot(out2,out1,’-.’,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_A (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
xlim([70 120])
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%plot the CDF of a Gaussian using all the metric data’s mean and standard
%deviation
TestData = 70:1:120;
inputSELA = (TestData-mean(allSELA))/std(allSELA);
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputSELA/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--g’,’linewidth’,1.4)

subplot(2,3,2)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(allSELB);
plot(out2,out1,’-.’,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_B (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
xlim([70 120])
TestData = 70:1:120;
inputSELB = (TestData-mean(allSELB))/std(allSELB);
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputSELB/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--g’,’linewidth’,1.4)
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subplot(2,3,3)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(allSELE);
plot(out2,out1,’-.’,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
xlabel(’SEL_E (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
xlim([70 120])
TestData = 70:1:120;
inputSELE = (TestData-mean(allSELE))/std(allSELE);
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputSELE/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--g’,’linewidth’,1.4)

subplot(2,3,4)

[out1,out2]=ecdf(allPL);
plot(out2,out1,’-.’,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
xlabel(’PL (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
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grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
xlim([70 120])
TestData = 70:1:120;
inputPL = (TestData-mean(allPL))/std(allPL);
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputPL/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--g’,’linewidth’,1.4)

subplot(2,3,5)

[out1,out2]=ecdf(allISBAP);
plot(out2,out1,’-.’,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
xlabel(’ISBAP (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)

xlim([70 120])

grid on
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
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TestData = 70:1:120;
inputISBAP = (TestData-mean(allISBAP))/std(allISBAP);
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputISBAP/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--g’,’linewidth’,1.4)
legend(’Pass 1’,’Pass 2’,’Pass 3’,’Pass 4’,’Pass 5’,’Pass 6’,...
’All Passes’,’Gaussian CDF’,’location’,’best’)

%plot the CDFs for the same pass using different metrics
figure
for flightNum = 1:6
subplot(2,3,flightNum)
[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_A(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{6})
hold on
TestData = 70:1:120;

grid on
[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_B(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{2})
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[out1,out2]=ecdf(SEL_E(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{3})

[out1,out2]=ecdf(PL(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{4})

[out1,out2]=ecdf(ISbAP(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
plot(out2,out1,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{5})
%plot the curve if the data were a Gaussian with the same mean and
%standard deviation
inputD = (TestData-mean(SEL_A(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))))...
/std(SEL_A(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputD/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{1})
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{6})

inputD = (TestData-mean(SEL_B(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))))...
/std(SEL_B(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
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Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputD/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{2})

inputD = (TestData-mean(SEL_E(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))))...
/std(SEL_E(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputD/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{3})

inputD = (TestData-mean(PL(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))))...
/std(PL(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputD/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{4})

inputD = (TestData-mean(ISbAP(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:))))...
/std(ISbAP(flightNum,availMics(flightNum,:)));
Gcdf = 1/2 * (1+erf(inputD/sqrt(2)));
plot(TestData,Gcdf,’--’,’linewidth’,1.4,’color’,flightColors{5})

hold on
xlabel(’Metric Value (dB)’)
ylabel(’CDF’)
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title([’Pass ’ num2str(flightNum)])
set(gca,’fontsize’,14)
end

legend(’SEL_A’,’SEL_B’,’SEL_E’,’PL’,’ISBAP’,’Gaussian CDFs’)

2.7 Qunatile-Quantile Analysis
This section shows how the Q-Q plots were generated.

load AllMetricsForSCAMPFlights.mat
%use 70 data points because all the flights have at least 70
Npts = 70;

%usable microphone numbers
micsUsed = [76,75,75,76,79,79];
machVals = {’1.17’,’1.17’,’1.20’,’1.20’,’1.30’,’1.30’};
figure(1)
clf

myColors = distinguishable_colors(10);

for ii = 1:6
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figure(1)
subplot(2,3,ii)

plot([-3 3], [200 200],’linewidth’,1.2,’color’,myColors(8,:),...
’marker’,’diamond’,’linestyle’,’-.’)
hold on
plot([-3 3], [200 200],’linewidth’,1.2,’color’,myColors(1,:),...
’marker’,’o’,’linestyle’,’-.’)
plot([-3 3], [200 200],’linewidth’,1.2,’color’,myColors(7,:),...
’marker’,’v’,’linestyle’,’-.’)
plot([-3 3], [200 200],’linewidth’,1.2,’color’,myColors(5,:),...
’marker’,’square’,’linestyle’,’-.’)
plot([-3 3], [200 200],’linewidth’,1.2,’color’,myColors(9,:),...
’marker’,’^’,’linestyle’,’-.’)

Npts = micsUsed(ii);
chosenMetric= SEL_A(ii,1:Npts);
%make the t distribution probability density function
pd = makedist(’tLocationScale’);
pd.sigma = 1;
pd.nu = Npts-1;
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pd.mu = 0;
myqqplot_colors_SELA((chosenMetric),pd)

grid on
hold on
% figure(2)
% subplot(2,3,ii)
Npts = micsUsed(ii);
chosenMetric= SEL_B(ii,1:Npts);
%make the t distribution probability density function
pd = makedist(’tLocationScale’);
pd.sigma = 1;
pd.nu = Npts-1;
pd.mu = 0;
myqqplot_colors_SELB((chosenMetric),pd)
% title(’SEL_B Q-Q plot, t-distrib’)
grid on

% figure(3)
% subplot(2,3,ii)
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Npts = micsUsed(ii);
chosenMetric= SEL_E(ii,1:Npts);
%make the t distribution probability density function
pd = makedist(’tLocationScale’);
pd.sigma = 1;
pd.nu = Npts-1;
pd.mu = 0;
myqqplot_colors_SELE((chosenMetric),pd)
% title(’SEL_E Q-Q plot, t-distrib’)
grid on

% figure(4)
% subplot(2,3,ii)
Npts = micsUsed(ii);
chosenMetric= PL(ii,1:Npts);
%make the t distribution probability density function
pd = makedist(’tLocationScale’);
pd.sigma = 1;
pd.nu = Npts-1;
pd.mu = 0;
myqqplot_colors_PL((chosenMetric),pd)
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% title(’PL Q-Q plot, t-distrib’)
grid on

% figure(5)
% subplot(2,3,ii)
Npts = micsUsed(ii);
chosenMetric= ISbAP(ii,1:Npts);
%make the t distribution probability density function
pd = makedist(’tLocationScale’);
pd.sigma = 1;
pd.nu = Npts-1;
pd.mu = 0;
myqqplot_colors_ISBAP((chosenMetric),pd)
% title(’ISBAP Q-Q plot, t-distrib’)
grid on
title([’Pass ’ num2str(ii) ’, Mach ’ machVals{ii}])
ylim([60 125])
xlim([-3 3])
xlabel(’Quantiles of t-distribution’)
ylabel(’Quantiles of boom metrics (dB)’)
end
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legend(’PL’,’ISBAP’,’SEL_B’,’SEL_E’,’SEL_A’)
set(gcf,’position’,[343

84

1520

876])

2.8 Spatial Correlation
This section of code shows how the spatial correlation cutoﬀ frequency for ambient
and turbule noise was computed.

%find the spatial correlation of the background noise assuming diffuse
%field
f = 0.000000000000001:.01:40000;
c = 343;
k = 2*pi*f/c;
d = 1.1:200;

for ii = 1:length(d)
vals = sin(k*d(ii))./(k*d(ii));
vals2 = f(vals<=0.1);
%the sin(kd)/kd plot has several places where its value is less than
%0.1 so we have to do some trickery to find the last place that its
%value is below 0.1
out1 = find(vals<=0.1);
dout1 = diff(out1);
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dout1_nonZero = find(dout1>1.1);
out2 = find(vals<=0.5,1);
try
fdata(ii) = vals2(dout1_nonZero(1)+1);
catch
fdata(ii) = NaN;
end
f2data(ii) = f(out2);

end

figure(1)
clf
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(d,f2data,d,fdata,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on
plot([0 38.1],[12.07 12.07],’k’)
plot([0 38.1],[2.72 2.72],’k’)
plot([38.1 38.1],[0 12.07],’k’)
plot([38.1 38.1],[0 2.72],’k’)
xlim([1 50])
ylim([0 20])
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grid on
xlabel(’Microphone Spacing (m)’)
ylabel(’Frequency (Hz)’)
title(’Correlation of background noise’)
set(gca,’xtick’,[1 10:10:50])

%next look at the wind noise spatial correlation, use the wind speed
%magnitude in place of c
clear f2data
clear fdata
f = 0.000000000000001:.01:40000;
c = 343*0.05
k = 2*pi*f/c;
d = 1.1:50;

for ii = 1:length(d)
vals = sin(k*d(ii))./(k*d(ii));

vals2 = f(vals<=0.1);
out1 = find(vals<=0.1);
dout1 = diff(out1);
dout1_nonZero = find(dout1>1.1);
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out2 = find(vals<=0.5,1);
try
fdata(ii) = vals2(dout1_nonZero(1)+1);
catch
fdata(ii) = NaN;
end
f2data(ii) = f(out2);

end

subplot(2,1,2)
plot(d,f2data,d,fdata,’linewidth’,1.4)
hold on

xlim([1 50])
ylim([0 20])
grid on
xlabel(’Microphone Spacing (m)’)
legend(’Corr. < 0.5’, ’Corr. < 0.1’)
ylabel(’Frequency (Hz)’)
title(’Correlation of turbule noise’)
set(gca,’xtick’,[1 10:10:50])
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